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CHAPTER XII.

CONSTITUTIONS OF THE NEW ENGLAND STATES.

It becomes obvious that in a comparative study of state con-
stitutions, the set in force in New England should be studied sepa-
rately, because of the numerous peculiarities found in these

ancient constitutions. The latest of these has served two genera-
tions, and the oldest was written in the midst of the Revolution.’

Though amended from time to time, they have been amended con-
servatively and still retain many features long since outgrown by
the other states; with all their amendments they rank as the shortest
of our state constitutions, averaging about eight thousand words,
or one-half the length of other state constitutions.

Four of these place amendments after the main text and
thereby compel a most perplexing tangle of cross-references and
obsolete provisions. New Hampshire incorporates its amend-

ments into the constitution, and Maine did so in i8y5, but adds
later amendments as supplements. Four different methods are

used to designate the numbering of articles and sections. Three of
the constitutions include a short preamble, New Hampshire and
Vermont omit it entirely, but Massachusetts has one long enough
(two hundred and sixty-three words) to atone for their short-
comings. Five of the states preface their constitutions with a
Declaration of Rights, varying from twenty-one to thirty sections
each, but New Hampshire calls it a Bill of Rights, and lengthens it
to thirty-eight sections. The religious features of these provisions
present marked peculiarities but they have already been presented
in Chapter X. All of the states emphasize vigorously the town as
the basis of administration and government, and pay relatively
small attention to the county or the city. The county in Rhode

1Massachusetts, 1780, revised through convention in 1820, and eighteen sets of amendments
added since that time up to 1894, thirty-six articles in all. New Hampshire, 1784, revised
in 1792, and amended 1851, 1876, 1889, 1903. Vermont, 1793, and twenty-six articles of
amendment added through board of censors and convention, 1828, 1836, 1850, 1870, and
two additional articles added 1883 through legislative action and referendum. Connecticut.
1818, and thirty-three amendments added up to 1906. Maine, 1819, up to 1875 twenty-one
amendments were added and in that year were incorporated into the main text. Nine amend-
ments have been added since that date. Rhode Island, 1842, and nine sets of amendments,
twelve in all, dating from 1854 to 1903.
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Island is a mere judicial district, but it plays an increasingly
important part in the other five states. This system of admin-
istrative districts is in marked contrast to that of the other states
in the Union, where the county and city receive special attention,
and where the town exists, if at all, in the form of a township.

The six constitutions formally separate the three departments
of government but the separation is not made in fact. In each
state the legislature is given the mass of power and largely controls
administration. In Maine the governor must be a native-born
citizen of the United States. Four of the states elect lieutenant-

governors. In Vermont and Connecticut he presides over the
senate; in Rhode Island only in the absence of the governor, who
by constitution has that privilege; in Massachusetts he presides
over the council in the absence of the governor. The senate
elects its own presiding officer in Massachusetts, Maine and New
Hampshire. Three states use the old-fashioned executive council,
reducing thereby the governor’s powers proportionately. New

Hampshire has a council of five, and Massachusetts of eight,
elected from districts; Maine has a council of seven chosen by joint
ballot of the legislature. The council as a rule shares with the

governor his power in nomination, appointment, and pardon; in
New Hampshire and Massachusetts it shares also his control over
expenditure through approval or disapproval of disbursements
from the treasury. Connecticut, Rhode Island and Vermont pro-
vide for the popular election of three of their heads of administra-
tion ; Massachusetts elects four, Maine and New Hampshire vest
the appointing power in the assembly. In Massachusetts the
treasurer may not hold office for a longer period than five years;
in Maine, six years. The term of executive and administrative
officers is two years except in Rhode Island and Massachusetts,
where elections are annual. In New Hampshire, a majority, not
a plurality, vote is required in the election of governor, councillors,
and senators. This ancient requirement has disappeared from
the other New England constitutions. The chief power vested in
the governor is that of veto, aside from slight supervisory powers,
and the usual powers in nomination, appointment, pardon, and war;2
Rhode Island alone refuses the veto power to its governor. Four

2The quaint and bombastic phraseology of the New Hampshire and Massachusetts war
paragraphs is especially noteworthy.
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of the states allow their governors five days for consideration of
bills, but Connecticut makes it three. The veto may be over-

ridden by a majority of each house in Connecticut and Vermont,
but a two-thirds vote is needed in the other three states. If the

bill is in the governor’s hands when the legislature adjourns, the
bill is thereby defeated in four of the states, but is considered as
passed in Maine unless returned during the first three days of the
next session. No one of the five constitutions allows him to veto

items of appropriation bills, though thirty of the other states give
their governors this power.

The legislature3 is elected and meets biennially except in

Rhode Island and Massachusetts which have annual elections and
sessions. All the sessions begin in January, except in Vermont,
where the first Wednesday in October is set. Vermont and Maine
hold their state elections in September but the others in November.
There are no constitutional limitations on the length of the session
in any of the states, but Rhode Island provides that there shall be
payment for sixty days service only, at the rate of five dollars

per day. Connecticut and New Hampshire fix on a definite com-
pensation for the term, and the other three states fix the amount
by statute.~’ The apportionment of the membership of the several
legislatures has already been explained in Chapter XI. The sub-
stance of this is that Massachusetts fairly apportions representation
in both houses on the basis of population; Maine and New Hamp-
shire practically do so, but make some discrimination against urban
centers in favor of rural communities. Vermont and Connecticut

fairly apportion the senate on the basis of population, but in the
house grossly discriminate in favor of rural towns; and Rhode
Island discriminates against urban centers in both houses and
most unjustly so in the case of the senate, whose apportionment
is the least popular in basis of all houses in the United States.

The most noticeable feature of the New England legislatures
is the slight restriction placed on their enormous powers. Aside
from the veto there are almost no regulations of procedure, and

3In Connecticut, Rhode Island and Vermont, this body is the general assembly; in Maine.
the legislature; and in New Hampshire and Massachusetts the general court. Massachusetts
calls itself a Commonwealth, not a State.
4Connecticut, three hundred dollars; New Hampshire, two hundred dollars, and forty-five

dollars as a maximum for a special session; Maine, one hundred and fifty dollars for the term;
Massachusetts, seven hundred and fifty dollars, and Vermont, three dollars per day.
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barely any restriction on special, local, or private legislation ;5 there
are a few restrictions on their finance powers,&dquo; and some general
regulation of education and of the militia. Little or nothing is

said in regard to such important matters as administrative organ-
ization and regulation, local and municipal govemment,7 and
economic and corporate interests generally. Maine’s prohibition
amendment of 1884 is the only prominent regulation of social
interests. Naturally this absence of restriction and regulation
gives to the legislatures unusually large discretionary powers in all
forms of legislation.

Suffrage qualifications likewise present some peculiar features
and variations. In all the states voters must be citizens of the
United States. In Maine a residence in the state of three months

only is required; in New Hampshire he must be an inhabitant of a
town; Rhode Island requires a two years’ residence, except in the
case of owners of real estate, for whom one year is sufficient. The

other three states make the requirement one year. Four of the
states have an educational requirement; in Connecticut the voter
must be able to read English; in Massachusetts, Maine, and New
Hampshire, he must be able to read English and write his name.
Rhode Island has a requirement of a tax paid on property assessed
at a value of at least one hundred and thirty-four dollars,&dquo; for
suffrage in the election of members of city councils, or taxing
referenda of towns or cities. The chief restriction on suffrage
naturally is in those three states that by discrimination against
urban centers thereby virtually throw the political control
of the states into the hands of an easily manipulated rural oligarchy.

The judicial provisions of these six constitutions also present
curious features. In general it may be said that the legislatures
have, unlike those of other states, very large powers in defining the
organization and powers of the several grades of courts. In Massa-

chusetts, Maine and New Hampshire, the higher judges are appointed
5Maine requires the legislature to provide by general law, as far as practicable, for all

matters usually appertaining to special or private legislation.
6Rhode Island and Maine fix a maximum for state debt; in the former state a referendum

may authorize a special debt. Revenue bills may arise in either house in Connecticut and
Rhode Island, but in the house of representatives in the other four states. New Hampshire
by late amendment (1903) authorized a franchise and an inheritance tax.
7Massachusetts has a unique provision that all by-laws made by municipalities shall be

subject at all times to be annulled by the General Court.
8The old forty shilling franchise.
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by governor and council, in Vermont and Rhode Island by the
assembly, and in Connecticut by the assembly on nomination of
the governor. The tenure of the judges of the supreme court is
two years in Vermont, seven years in Maine, eight years in Connec-
ticut, and during good behavior in the other three states. A sev-

enty-year age limit is fixed in Vermont and New Hampshire. In
Rhode Island, on request of the governor or either house, the
supreme court must give opinions on important questions of law.
In Massachusetts and New Hampshire, in addition to the two

houses, the governor and council, and in Maine the governor or
council, have the same privilege, and the phrase &dquo;and on solemn
occasions&dquo; is added to the conditions under which advice may be de-
manded. Among minor judicial officers it may be noted that Rhode
Island alone of all the states in the Union elects its sheriffs

through the assembly instead of by popular vote. The other New

England constitutions expressly require that they be elected by
the people.

The amending articles of New England constitutions contain
several marked peculiarities. Vermont, Connecticut, Rhode
Island, and Massachusetts, make no mention whatsoever of the
constitutional convention, and must convoke it, if at all, under
general legislative powers inherent in their state sovereignty.
New Hampshire uses a convention for purposes of amendment,
the power of amendment not being vested in the legislature. By
constitution the several towns of the state every seven years must
vote on the question whether or not a convention shall be called.
If an affirmative vote is cast the membership is made up on the
basis of the general court, and the results of the labors of this
convention must be submitted as separate amendments to referen-
dum vote and must be approved by a majority of two-thirds.
These restrictions are so severe that few amendments have been or
can be made to the constitution. Maine authorizes its legislature
to convoke, without a referendum, a convention by a two-thirds
vote of each house, but this power, given by amendment in i875,
has not yet been exercised. Amendments may be initiated by
the legislature through a two-thirds vote of each house, and when
submitted to referendum vote, must be approved by a majority
of those voting thereon. In i 8 7 5 the legislature authorized the
governor to appoint a commission of ten persons to report to the
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legislature such amendments as seemed necessary. Nine of the

seventeen amendments submitted by this commission were

approved by the legislature, referred to the people, and adopted.
This is one of the few instances of the use of a constituent com-

mission.
The legislature of Rhode Island in 1897 tried the commission

plan by authorizing the governor to appoint a body of fifteen
persons to report to the legislature a revision of the -constitution.
The commission was seriously handicapped by the knowledge
that its work must satisfy the demands of two successive legis-
latures. It succeeded in this but failed to satisfy the people, who
voted down the revision in November, 1898. This result was far

from satisfactory to the party in power, which had the revision
repassed with a few verbal changes and submitted to referendum in
June, 1899. It was again rejected by a larger adverse vote and
thus ended the second of the two New England experiments of
revision through commissions.

Omitting New Hampshire and Maine, the four remaining
states amend through the action of two assemblies but with curi-
ous differences. In Vermont, at the end of every decade, dating
from 1880, the senate (which represents population) by a two-

thirds vote may submit amendments to the house (which repre-
sents the towns) ; if this approves by a majority vote,the amend-
ments are referred to the next assembly, a majority vote of each
house must then approve; this is followed by a referendum, and
amendments must be approved by a majority of those voting
thereon. Massachusetts allows amendments at any time but

requires a majority of the senate and two-thirds of the house
of the initiating general court, and a similar majority of each
house of the next general court, followed by a referendum vote,
in which a majority of those voting thereon, approves. Rhode
Island requires the action of two assemblies, a majority of each
house approving and a referendum; but requires approval by
popular vote to be by a three-fifths vote. Connecticut initiates
amendments by a majority vote of the house only;9 these are
referred to the next Assembly, and must be approved by a two-
thirds vote of each house, and then on referendum by a majority
vote of the electors. Connecticut, under the stress of urgent
9This body represents the towns, not the population.
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demands for constitutional reform through a convention, called
such a body in igoi under the general legislative power vested in
its assembly. The dominant political interests of the state,
however, placed certain limitations on the convention’s power of
revision, and made assurance doubly sure by making up the mem-
bership of the convention by one delegate from each town, irrespec-
tive of population. The result was a revision unsatisfactory to
all parties concerned, and its consequent rejection in igoz by refer-
endum vote. The house in i9o5 submitted a revised constitution
as an amendment. This made no material change, merely incor-
porating the amendments into the body of the constitution, and
increasing the pay of assemblymen from three hundred to five
hundred dollars. This revision must be acted on by the assembly
of igo7, and then submitted to referendum vote.

These amending articles largely explain the reason why New
England constitutions are old-fashioned. The legislative systems
of Massachusetts and Maine are popular in basis and allow a fair
expression of public opinion. A retention of old-fashioned features
in these constitutions, therefore, implies a conservative policy and
an unwillingness at present to initiate any important changes. It
would certainly be a public boon, however, if the general court
of Massachusetts would authorize the secretary of state to omit
from the constitution its obsolete provisions, and to place amend-
ments each under its proper article. New Hampshire though
popularly organized in its legislature is restricted in amendment

by its seven year requirement, its unwieldy convention of four
hundred and fifteen members, and its preposterous requirement of
a referendum majority of two-thirds. Rhode Island, Vermont,
and Connecticut are not organized on a popular basis, amendments
must meet the approval of a rural oligarchy, pass an ordeal of two
assemblies, and in Rhode Island must have a majority on refer-
endum of three-fifths. Under such conditions urban enterprise
in these three states is suppressed, corruption in politics is encour-
aged, and broad progressive policies for economic and social

development rendered impossible.
The question might well be raised in these and a few other

states of the Union whether one generation has a right to bind
future generations by such serious restrictions on the process of
amendment. Certainly no irrepealable provision would have any
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binding force on posterity, nor should an amending article be con-
sidered as legally binding that practically nullifies democratic

principles and hinders economic and political progress. Sufficient

precedent and theory could readily be formulated to justify a
legislature which should disregard such stringent restrictions,
and provide for a system of amendment more in accordance with a
government founded on popular consent.
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